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Patients with Charcot–Marie–Tooth Type 2D (CMT2D), caused by dominant mutations in Glycyl tRNA synthetase (GARS), present with progressive weakness, consistently in the hands, but often in the feet also. Electromyography shows denervation, and patients often report that early symptoms include cramps brought on by cold or exertion. Based on reported clinical observations, and studies of mouse models of CMT2D, we sought to determine whether weakened synaptic transmission at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is an aspect of CMT2D. Quantal analysis of NMJs in two different mouse models of CMT2D (GarsP278K, GarsC201R), found synaptic deficits that correlated with disease severity and progressed with age. Results of voltage-clamp studies revealed presynaptic defects characterized by: (1) decreased frequency of spontaneous release without any change in quantal amplitude (miniature endplate current), (2) reduced amplitude of evoked release (endplate current) and quantal content, (3) age-dependent changes in the extent of depression in response to repetitive stimulation, and (4) release failures at some NMJs with high-frequency, long-duration stimulation. Drugs that modify synaptic efficacy were tested to see whether neuromuscular performance improved. The presynaptic action of 3,4 diaminopyridine was not beneficial, whereas postsynaptic-acting physostigmine did improve performance. Smaller mutant NMJs with correspondingly fewer vesicles and partial denervation that eliminates some release sites also contribute to the reduction of release at a proportion of mutant NMJs. Together, these voltage-clamp data suggest that a number of release processes, while essentially intact, likely operate suboptimally at most NMJs of CMT2D mice.
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Significance Statement

We have uncovered a previously unrecognized aspect of axonal Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease in mouse models of CMT2D. Synaptic dysfunction contributes to impaired neuromuscular performance and disease progression. This suggests that drugs which improve synaptic efficacy at the NMJ could be considered in treating the pathophysiology of CMT2D patients.

Introduction

Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT) disease was described more than a century ago (Charcot and Marie, 1886; Tooth, 1886) and encom-
tivity, reduced compound muscle action potentials, and less commonly, decreased nerve conduction velocities (Sivakumar et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2011; Saporta and Shy, 2013). Some CMT2D patients report early symptoms that included cramping in hands and legs either in response to cold or upon exertion, and transient episodes of weakness and fatigue that slowly worsen with age (Sivakumar et al., 2005). These electrophysiological signatures and other symptoms of type 2 CMTs are typically attributed to axonal degeneration (Sivakumar et al., 2005), but are also consistent with possible neuromuscular junction (NMJ) dysfunction and transmission failure. To our knowledge, this possibility has not been systematically investigated for type 2 axonal CMTs. If synaptic defects are indeed an unrecognized factor in type 2 CMTs, even as a secondary effect of axonal pathology, it would open a possible new treatment avenue for patients. For example, patients with NMJ defects due to congenital myasthenias, are effectively treated with drugs that modulate synaptic efficacy (Engel et al., 2015) and if myasthenia-like deficits were a component of type 2 CMT, drugs to improve NMJ transmission could be considered.

The dominantly inherited mutations in GARS (Antonellis et al., 2003) underlying CMT2D have been successfully modeled through mouse genetics, with the identification of dominant Gars alleles that recapitulate most aspects of CMT2D, including axon atrophy and loss, denervation, muscle weakness, and consistently more severe symptoms in certain distal muscles than proximal ones (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Motley et al., 2011; Sleigh et al., 2014). The severity of CMT2D varies widely among patients due, in part, to the specific GARS mutation that an individual carries (Antonellis et al., 2003; Del Bo et al., 2006; Dubourg et al., 2006; James et al., 2006), and a similar correlation exists for different mutant alleles of Gars mice (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Sleigh et al., 2014). Here we focus on two mutant mouse strains, one referred to as Gars\(^{P278KY}\), which develops a severe peripheral neuropathy (Seburn et al., 2006), and the second, Gars\(^{C201R}\), which has a milder disease (Achilli et al., 2009). Both mutant strains are weaker than age-matched wild-types and weakness correlates with disease severity. Differences in muscle strength between the mild and severely affected CMT2D mice may be partly due to early axon loss (~30%) in the Gars\(^{P278KY}\) mice that is not seen in the Gars\(^{C201R}\) allele. However, motor axon number in Gars\(^{P278KY}\) largely stabilizes after ~5 weeks of age, whereas there is no reduction in axon number in Gars\(^{C201R}\) nerves (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009). Despite essentially stable axon counts, both alleles have a persistent, overt tremor that worsens gradually with age (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Motley et al., 2011; Sleigh et al., 2014) which could be caused by unreliable neuromuscular transmission at innervated terminals. Consistent with this idea is the previous finding that Gars\(^{P370K}\) muscle showed a more marked decrement in an integrated electromyogram (EMG) during tetanic contraction than wild-type (Seburn et al., 2006). In addition, both Gars mutant strains show muscle atrophy and some degree of morphological abnormality at the NMJ (Seburn et al., 2006; Motley et al., 2011; Sleigh et al., 2014) that may be indicative of ongoing synaptic dysfunction, but it is currently unknown whether intact NMJs function normally in CMT2D, or any other type 2 axonal CMT.

Materials and Methods

Mice. The mice used in these experiments were obtained from research colonies maintained at The Jackson Laboratory. The two strains of Gars mutant mice are established models of CMT2D and are described in several previous publications (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Motley et al., 2011; Stum et al., 2011). Briefly, one strain of mice (CAST; B6-Gars\(^{P278KY}\);Jrwbb; Stock no. 17540; Seburn et al., 2006) carry a spontaneous dominant mutation (insertion) that results in a P to KY substitution at amino acid 278 of the GlyRS protein. These mice hereafter referred to as Gars\(^{P278KY}\); develop overt disease symptoms by 2–3 weeks of age. A second strain of mice (C3HeB/HeJ–Gars\(^{C201R}\);; Achilli et al., 2009) carry an N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU)-induced dominant point mutation that causes a cysteine to arginine substitution at residue 201 of the GlyRS protein. These mice (hereafter Gars\(^{C201R}\)) have a qualitatively similar, but generally milder CMT2D phenotype. Both Gars\(^{P278KY}\) and Gars\(^{C201R}\) mutant strains are routinely maintained by mating heterozygous male mutant mice to female wild-type mice. For these experiments, additional matings were set up using female mice homozygous for a transgene expressing yellow fluorescent protein (B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-YFP)16Jrs/J; Stock no. 3709, hereafter YFP16; Feng et al., 2000). Litters from these matings produced the necessary controls (YFP16;Gars\(^{+/+}\)), as well as YFP16;Gars\(^{P278KY}\) or YFP16;Gars\(^{C201R}\). Colonies of Gars mice also carrying the YFP transgene have been maintained for several years and neither the onset nor lifespan of either strain has changed. In addition, results of analyses performed on these mice are in good agreement with our previous results on mutants that did not carry the YFP transgene. All mice were maintained in the same vivarium on a 12 h light/dark cycle and were provided food and water ad libitum. Care and procedures were reviewed for compliance and approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of The Jackson Laboratory.

NMJ immunohistochemistry and analysis of innervation status. CMT2D mice had been crossed to mice carrying the transgene for yellow fluorescent protein (for details, see mice). Thus, for analysis, the levator auris longus (LAL) muscle was removed and placed in 2% paraformaldehyde for 15 min and then rinsed three times in PBS. Finally, to visualize postsynaptic acetylcholine receptors (ACHRs) on the muscle cell surface, muscles were incubated with α-bungarotoxin conjugated with AlexaFluor 594 (NMJ only) or 467 (NMJ co-staining with Bassoon, see below; 1/2000; Invitrogen) in cold PBS containing 2% BSA, 2% normal goat serum, and 0.1% Triton for 20 min. Muscles were then examined by fluorescent microscopy (Nikon E6000) at a magnification of 63×. In each muscle 100 NMJs were randomly viewed and classified as described previously (Seburn et al., 2006). Junctions where the nerve completely overlapped the ACHRs on the muscles were defined as fully occupied, those with a portion of receptors clearly vacated by the presynaptic nerve were defined as partially occupied, and those with ACHR plaques that had no associated nerve were defined as denervated.

Bassoon staining and quantification of release sites. Muscles were prepared, and presynaptic and postsynaptic components of the NMJ were identified using antibodies as described above. Each image was then filtered to include only spots above a pre-established protocol (Nishimune, 2012). In addition, muscles were incubated overnight with a mouse primary antibody against the active zone protein Bassoon (1/1000; SAP7P407, Enzo Life Sciences) and fluorescently conjugated secondary (Zenon AlexaFluor 568 Mouse IgG2a, Life Technologies, catalog #Z2506). Images were collected as Z-series using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. Bassoon-stained active zones were quantified using 3D reconstructions (Imaris v7.4.2, Bitplane) of NMJs. Using this software, each NMJ was reconstructed and then evaluated empirically by rotating and examining the 3D image from presynaptic and postsynaptic perspectives to determine that the reconstruction matched the actual staining. Briefly, for each image, the postsynaptic receptor area was rendered by smoothing and thresholding using background subtraction based on local contrast. The result was then filtered based on a minimal voxel size to eliminate any artifactual staining not associated with the terminal area. The volume and surface area of the rendered volume were determined by the software. Puncta stained with bassoon were identified and counted in a three-step process. First, it was determined on wild-type NMJs that a background subtraction that eliminated “spots” with a diameter >0.250 μm removed the majority of extra-junctional “puncta.” Then, another image was acquired with a fixed intensity at the center of the spot. Finally, the spots needed to associate with the presynaptic side, within the perimeter defined by post-
synaptic staining. The intensities used for filtering were determined empirically for each image by thresholding the appropriate channel and noting the value giving the best representation of visible staining. Using this approach gave wild-type results similar to those reported previously (Nishimune, 2012).

**Muscle preparation and voltage-clamp.** Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (2%, 300 ml/min) to remove the intact LAL muscle. This flat muscle controls the movement of the ear and is a well characterized mixed-fiber-type muscle (Angaut-Petit et al., 1987). Muscles were placed immediately in a specially designed recording chamber and pinned onto the silastic such that solution could flow freely across the tissue on both sides. The recording chamber was perfused continuously with Ringer’s solution comprised of (in mmol/L): 118 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 0.7 MgSO4, 26.2, NaHCO3, 1.7 NaH2PO4, and 5.5 glucose, and equilibrated with 95%O2/5%CO2 to maintain a pH of 7.3–7.4. The solution was at room temperature (20°–22°C) for all experiments. Voltage-clamp experiments followed previously described methods (Rich et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2004, 2005). Once the muscle was pinned the tissue was stained by theaddition of 4-(4-diethylaminostyryl)-N-methylpyridinium iodide (4-Di-2ASP; Magrassi et al., 1987) at a concentration of ~2 μM for 2.5 min. This method provides staining sufficient for visualization of the superficial nerve terminals and the surface of the muscle fibers. A concentric bipolar electrode (FHC) was placed in contact with the nerve and connected to the stimulus (WPI A360). Stimulator output was capacitively coupled to the electrode to avoid potential damage from DC polarizing currents (Gurton and Hambrecht, 1974). The preparation was then placed under an upright epifluorescence microscope (Leica DMLFSA). The recording chamber was perfused with 3 M KCl and 1 mg/ml of sulforhodamine so that the electrode tip could be seen under the microscope. Synapses were located and fibers were imaged within 100 μm of the terminal and voltage-clamped to ~50 mV. In initial experiments muscle fibers were crushed away from the endplate band to avoid movement induced by nerve stimulation (Glavinović, 1979; Wang et al., 2004, 2005), but in most experiments the muscle-specific sodium-channel blocker (μ-Conotoxin GIIIB, Alomone Labs; Cruz et al., 1985; Robitaille and Charlton, 1992) was introduced (~1 μM) to eliminate muscle action potentials and contraction.

**Wire-hang test.** A variation on the wire-hang test (Gomez et al., 1997; Rafael et al., 2000) was used to assess the response to drugs that enhance synaptic function via either presynaptic or postsynaptic mechanisms. Briefly, mice were placed on a 6″ × 9″ piece of wire mesh and then the mesh was inverted and held ~6″ above the countertop. The latency (seconds) to a fall was timed and recorded, up to a maximum of 1 min. Tests were performed at approximately the same time each day. Each mouse performed three trials in a given session and a rest period of at least 30 s was given between individual trials. To allow the mice time to adjust to the wire-hang test and learn how to perform, animals were given at least three consecutive daily practice sessions before drug administration and testing trials.

In drug/vehicle trials, drugs were prepared fresh from frozen stock on each day (in sterile PBS, 0.1 mg/kg- physostigmine; 2.5 mg/kg, 3.4 diazepam, 3.4-DAP; Sigma-Aldrich). Each mouse performed a pre-injection trial, and then was injected intraperitoneally and rested 60 min later. Mice were dosed three independent times in 5 d with intervening practice days. The best wire-hang score in three trials is reported for that day (3 trials/d on 3 test days). Performance was calculated as pre-injection/postinjection latency-to-fall, expressed as a percentage. The average percentage difference is calculated from the 3 independent days of injections.

**Data collection and analysis.** Custom software was used for collection and analysis of synaptic currents. At each NMJ, spontaneous miniature endplate currents (MEPCs) were collected for 1 min. The nerve was then stimulated (0.5 Hz) and 15–20 individual evoked endplate currents (EPCs) were recorded. Quantal content was directly calculated by dividing the EPC amplitude by the average MEPC amplitude recorded for each synapse. We used the extent of EPC facilitation/depression during evoked trains (Zucker and Regehr, 2002) to indirectly evaluate probability of release following a protocol previously used at the mouse NMJ (Kong et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010). We recorded 15–20 responses to a 10 pulse, 50 Hz train delivered to the nerve and 20 responses were recorded. The extent of depression/potentiation was calculated by dividing the averaged amplitude of the 10th pulse by the first pulse.

**Electron microscopy.** For electron microscopy, muscles were processed as previously described (Burgess et al., 2010). In brief, muscles were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde, 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 m cacodylate buffer. The endplate-containing region was isolated and embedded, and then sectioned for transmission electron microscopy. Seventy-five nanometer plastic sections were mounted on grids and viewed using a Jeol 1230 electron microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu digital camera system for image collection.

**Statistics.** Unless otherwise noted averaged numbers are reported as mean ± SE. We used a nested ANOVA (using animal as a random factor) for genotype by age comparisons of electrophysiology, active zones, and vesicle data. This statistic controls for animal-to-animal variation and the effect of taking small samples to represent a larger population. We also evaluated interactions for 2 and 4 month electrophysiology data using a standard two-way ANOVA (genotype by age), but the results did not modify any conclusions so results derived from the more appropriate nested design are reported. A Student’s t test was used for comparison of wire-hang and quantal content comparison of 70 Hz voltage-clamp data. In all cases, the statistical cutoff for declaring a significant difference was p < 0.05.

**Results**

**Proximal LAL muscles in CMT2D mice show prevalent NMJ dysmorphology, but most terminals retain innervation**

The proximal LAL muscle has not previously been examined in CMT2D mice, so before conducting voltage-clamp experiments we evaluated NMJ morphology and assessed innervation status. Compared with wild-type terminals (Fig. 1A, B) nearly all LAL terminals, in both GarsP278KY (Fig. 1C–I) and GarsC201R (Fig. 1J–L) muscles, have evident dysmorphology that includes more diffuse postsynaptic staining with less distinct guttering as well as thinner axons and presynaptic nerves. As with other previously studied muscles NMJ dysmorphology varies with disease severity (severe GarsP278KY > mild GarsC201R) and can range from subtle, near normal looking NMJs to clearly fragmented junctions (Fig. 1 compare f, k). At low-magnification an innervating presynaptic axon is evident at most NMJs in LAL muscles of even the more severely affected GarsP278KY mice (Fig. 1C–E), but at higher-magnification some of these junctions are found to be only partially innervated even in the mildly affected GarsP201R mice (Fig. 1G–I, L). Indeed, the most striking difference in LAL NMJs between CMT2D alleles was the extent of partial denervation (Fig. 1F). In GarsP278KY muscles from 2-month-old mice, more than one-half of the junctions were partially innervated, whereas in muscles of 4-month-old GarsC201R mice only ~5% of NMJs had this status. There were also more than three times as many dener- vated junctions in the GarsP278KY than in the GarsC201R muscles (6.5 vs 1.9%) even though the latter were 2 months older. Synaptic function is likely to be compromised at junctions that are not fully occupied by a presynaptic terminal if other processes cannot compensate. Our analysis of the LAL predicts that innervation status could contribute to observed changes in synaptic function at GarsP278KY NMJs of 2-month-old mice where ~50% of NMJs are incompletely innervated. In contrast, because ~95% of NMJs in the GarsC201R LAL are fully innervated, even at 4 months, functional changes would be independent of innervation status at most NMJs.

**Quantal analysis reveals abnormal synaptic transmission in CMT2D mice at 2 months of age**

Motor endplate current recordings were made under voltage-clamp conditions to control for potential changes in passive properties of muscle fibers that could occur with disease-related
changes in muscle activity (Lomo and Rosenthal, 1972). Our first set of experiments used muscles from 2-month-old \textit{Gars}^{P278KY} and \textit{Gars}^{C201R} mutants and respective wild-type littermate controls. At this age, we found qualitatively similar changes in synaptic function for both mutants, but as with other documented phenotypes, the dysfunction was more pronounced at NMJs of the \textit{Gars}^{P278KY} mice than at synapses of \textit{Gars}^{C201R} mutants with the milder disease.

At 2 months of age, both alleles show no difference in MEPC amplitude (quantal amplitude; Fig. 2A,G), but the frequency of spontaneous release was consistently and significantly lower than wild-type (Fig. 2B,H). The finding that quantal amplitude at mutant synapses is not different from wild-type indicates that both postsynaptic receptor density and the amount of acetylcholine loaded into individual vesicles is unaffected at CMT2D terminals.

Eoked release was also affected at 2-month-old mutant NMJs, as both alleles showed significant decreases of ~25% in EPC amplitude (Fig. 2C,I) and quantal content (Fig. 2D,J). Clinical diagnoses of NMJ dysfunction uses response to repetitive stimulation (Rich, 2006), so we also examined changes in EPC amplitude in response to a 10 pulse, 50 Hz stimulus train. In addition, changes in facilitation or depression with this protocol can be used to infer changes in release probability (Zucker and Regehr, 2002; Kong et al., 2009). Using the ratio of the amplitude of the 10th/1st EPC in the train we found that, on average, NMJs of \textit{Gars}^{P278KY} and \textit{Gars}^{C201R} mice showed no changes at synapses in either mutant and control NMJs at 2 months of age for either allele. (Time constants in ms: MEPC control vs mutant- \textit{Gars}^{P278KY}: 0.79 ± 0.24 vs 0.74 ± 0.20, \textit{Gars}^{C201R}: 0.75 ± 0.12 vs 0.73 ± 0.12; EPC control vs mutant: \textit{Gars}^{P278KY}: 1.1 ± 0.20 vs 1.2 ± 0.24, \textit{Gars}^{C201R}: 1.2 ± 0.14 vs 1.2 ± 0.17). Additional time course measures (time-to-peak, half-width, 10–90 rise time) also showed no changes at synapses in either \textit{Gars} mutant at 2 months of age.

Together, analysis of synaptic measures reveals changes in synaptic transmission in 2-month-old CMT2D mice that are characterized by decreased spontaneous release frequency and evoked release amplitude and greater EPC depression in response to 50 Hz stimulation. The absence of any change in MEPC amplitude or time course measures points to a postsynaptic defect. As with other CMT2D phenotypes examined previously, synaptic changes in the CMT2D mice correlate with disease severity associated with different mutant alleles.
Quantal content is further reduced in Gars\textsuperscript{C201R} LAL terminals between 2 and 4 months

Given the relationship between synaptic dysfunction and disease severity across mutant alleles, we were also interested in determining whether synaptic measures changed with age for a given allele. For these experiments, we aged an additional cohort of mutant mice to 4 months. We chose the milder Gars\textsuperscript{C201R} allele for this study because innervation status is near normal even at the older age (Fig. 1F).

The additional 2 months produced no significant changes in spontaneous release compared with younger mutants. MEPC amplitude recorded at 2 months (Fig. 2G, G‘), and MEPC frequency remained reduced to approximately the same extent as measured at 2 months (Fig. 2H, H‘). Because the reduction in frequency of spontaneous release was such a robust, consistent finding, we were interested in determining whether a mutant synapse could increase spontaneous release in response to higher extracellular calcium. Raw traces show increased MEPC frequency when recorded from the same LAL synapse (4-month-old, Gars\textsuperscript{C201R}) at two different calcium concentrations: typical 2 mM (Fig. 2F, top), and 4 mM (Fig. 2F, bottom). Initial release frequency was 0.4 Hz, at the lower end of the range observed previously (0.8 Hz; Fig. 2H, H‘), but doubling extracellular calcium increased release frequency to 1.0 Hz, within normal range for a wild-type synapse, a comparable relative increase to that reported previously for wild-type mice (Plomp et al., 2000). Average MEPC amplitude also increased from 1.9 to 2.3 mA.

Evoked release at Gars\textsuperscript{C201R} synapses showed a further decline, as mean EPC amplitude and quantal content were significantly lower at 4 months compared with 2 month and age-matched wild-type values (Fig. 2I, I‘, J, J‘). Interestingly, the extent of depression in response to 50 Hz trains at the older mutant NMJs was significantly less (i.e., >10th/1st ratio) compared with 2 month mutant values, and >4 month wild-type control values (Fig. 2K, K‘), indicating a decrease in the probability of release between 2 and 4 months.

Examination of time course measures (MEPC and EPC, data not shown) revealed neither an age-related effect of the Gars\textsuperscript{C201R} mutation nor any difference from age-matched controls.

Dynamic frequency-related changes in evoked release show atypical response at mutant NMJs

Observations during the delivery of 50 Hz stimulus trains prompted a more detailed analysis of dynamics during the 10 pulse train. EPC amplitude was measured for each pulse of the pulse train. EPC amplitude was measured for each pulse of the train and expressed relative to the amplitude of the first EPC. The typical pattern of the 50 Hz frequency response averaged across wild-type littermate NMJs was similar regardless of age or strain (Fig. 3) and is characterized by potentiation of initial EPCs (2nd–4th response, ~105% initial) followed by moderate depression (85–90% initial). However, this pattern differed between mutant alleles and changed between 2 and 4 months in Gars\textsuperscript{C201R} muscles.

At NMJs of 2-month-old CMT2D mice, both Gars\textsuperscript{P278KY} (Fig. 3A) and Gars\textsuperscript{C201R} (Fig. 3B) showed near complete absence of potentiation, barely evident only for the second response at NMJs.
of *Gars*<sup>C201R</sup> mice. In addition, EPCs at NMJs for both mutant alleles showed a slightly steeper depression relative to respective wild-type (Fig. 3A, B), and the effect is again more marked at *Gars*<sup>P278KY</sup> NMJs than at *Gars*<sup>C201R</sup> NMJs (Fig. 3A, B).

Given the additional reduction in quantal content at *Gars*<sup>C201R</sup> NMJs between 2 and 4 months, we expected the response pattern of 4 month mutant NMJs to appear more like that observed at *Gars*<sup>P278KY</sup> terminals. To our surprise, the typical early potentiation was now evident and the overall pattern was more similar to wild-type, but with even slightly greater initial potentiation and somewhat less marked depression (decreased probability of release) in later responses (Fig. 3C).

In *Gars* mutants observable weakness occurs during behaviors lasting seconds rather than milliseconds. Thus, we were also interested in the ability of mutant NMJs to sustain release for periods longer than the 200 ms duration of the 10 pulse 50 Hz trains. To accomplish this at NMJs where a sufficiently stable penetration was established, we also recorded EPCs in response to 10 consecutive stimulus trains of 1 s duration (70 pulses at 70 Hz) delivered once every 2 s. Successful recordings, of at least 10 stimulus trains per NMJ, were made in several muscles at 16 different NMJs including five wild-type and 11 mutants (2 *Gars*<sup>P278KY</sup> and 9 *Gars*<sup>C201R</sup>, 3 and 6 from 2- and 4-month-old muscles, respectively). Overall, qualitative examinations of 70 Hz
raw traces reveal that mutant NMJs do not sustain release during the repeated 1 s stimulus as well as wild-type (Fig. 3D–G). If the response to the first train in a series is compared across genotype/age (D–G, top), a marked difference is only clearly evident for the severe Gars\(^{P278KY}\) NMJ, but effects on each mutant NMJ become more marked with successive trains such that by the 10th train (D–G, bottom) release is clearly more severely reduced at mutant NMJs. In traces shown, release failures occur in the second train at the Gars\(^{P278KY}\) NMJ (Fig. 5E, middle, arrows) and during the 10th train for both Gars\(^{P278KY}\) and 2-month-old Gars\(^{C201R}\) NMJs shown (Fig. 3E, F, bottom, arrows). We examined all individual 70 Hz traces for each NMJ to better evaluate the extent of the failures. Failures never occurred at wild-type NMJs, but at least one failure occurred during at least one stimulus train at 5 of 11 mutant NMJs. Of these five, two were from Gars\(^{P278KY}\) muscles and three were recorded in 2-month-old old Gars\(^{C201R}\) muscles. Failures for both Gars\(^{P278KY}\) NMJs occurred as early as the second stimulus train and failures also occurred during the initial 10 stimuli of the train, whereas for Gars\(^{C201R}\) NMJs (2 month), failures did not appear until the fourth train or later and failures were not seen within the initial 10 stimuli of any train. The 50 Hz analysis above suggested a compensatory response between 2 and 4 months for Gars\(^{C201R}\) NMJs, and in keeping with this, examination of traces for 4-month-old Gars\(^{C201R}\) NMJs revealed no clear failures, but traces included intermittent, very small EPCs (5–15 nA), not present in any wild-type traces, and these were more common toward the end of individual traces and in later (4–10th) trains.

We also calculated quantal content using the EPC averaged across trains (\(n = 10/\text{NMJ}\)) of the 70th EPC in the trains and compared mutant and wild-type values. Final quantal content at the end of the 70 Hz trains ranged between 21 and 49 for the five wild-type NMJs and between 5 and 22 for the 11 mutant synapses. Including all mutant data, the average mutant quantal content of the final 70 Hz EPC (mean 13.2 ± 5) was significantly lower than wild-type (mean 31.4 ± 12; \(t_{(14)} = 4.4, p = 0.01\)) and this difference was also significant if the comparison was restricted to 4-month-old Gars\(^{C201R}\) (mean 13.5 ± 3) and wild-type (\(t_{(9)} = 3.5, p = 0.01\)).

Together the data on the response of Gars mutant NMJs to repetitive stimulation suggest impaired vesicle recycling compared with wild-type. The cumulative intra- and inter-train decrements shown in Figure 3 are consistent with such a deficiency and suggests multiple processes likely contribute to defective synaptic transmission.

As a final assessment of the severity of defects at Gars NMJs we reviewed all of the non-DAP experiments seeking fibers where we were able to record MEPCs (i.e., innervated NMJs), but were unable to evoke an EPC (data not included in Fig. 2). This scenario was found in 17 of 179 NMJs (7.6, Gars\(^{P278KY}\) and Gars\(^{C201R}\) 2 and 4 months, respectively) including one or more occurrence (max = 4) in 9 of the 18 mutant muscles (6–12 NMJs recorded per muscle). In contrast, for wild-type this situation arose at only 4 of 184 NMJs in 4 of 18 muscles and never occurred more than once in any experiment (6–11 NMJs/experiment).

Is the observed reduction in quantal content associated with fewer active release sites?
Voltage-clamp data reveal apparent presynaptic changes that cause a reduced quantal content as well as a reduced capacity for sustained release for mice carrying either Gars mutant allele. To investigate whether a reduced number of release sites could account for the lower quantal content and MEPC frequency at mutant NMJs, we stained LAL terminals for Bassoon, a presynaptic protein present at NMJ release sites (tom Dieck et al., 1998; see Materials and Methods for details, based on Nishimune et al., 2004). We used only LAL muscles from 2-month-old Gars\(^{P278KY}\) mice with the rationale that, if release sites were contributing, it would be clearly evident at synapses of the most severely affected muscles. Wild-type terminals showed complete apposition of YFP-positive presynaptic terminals with postsynaptic receptors and bassoon-stained puncta in association with the presynaptic nerve (Fig. 4A–D). Consistent with the smaller size of the mutant mice/muscles (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009), and reports for NMJs in other muscles (Sleigh et al., 2014), the mean area of LAL end plates in Gars\(^{P278KY}\) mice was significantly smaller (Fig. 4I, compare solid and dashed vertical lines). However, the range in counts of the bassoon-stained puncta was similar for wild-type and Gars\(^{P278KY}\) terminals (Fig. 4I, solid vs open) and there was no significant change (\(p = 0.4\)) in either the average absolute number (Fig. 4I, solid and dashed horizontal lines) or density of release sites (\(p = 0.17\); Fig. 4J) compared with wild-type terminals. As expected from the initial morphological analysis of mutant NMJs (Fig. 1) 10 of the 34 terminals that were sampled from Gars\(^{P278KY}\) muscles for this analysis had a portion of postsynaptic receptors not apposed by the presynaptic nerve and without bassoon-puncta. Although these terminals clearly lacked bassoon-stained puncta in the partially denervated regions, the relative proportion of the junction affected was not large (≤15%); Fig. 4H,K) so the effect on puncta counts was small. Counts for the 10 partially denervated junctions had a similar mean, median and range as those without any evident loss of presynaptic nerve (mean = 689 vs 720, median = 616 vs 632, range = 233–2049 vs 134–1840). Together, these data show that release sites in Gars\(^{P278KY}\) muscles are retained so long as the presynaptic terminal persists. Therefore, at partially denervated LAL junctions release sites could be reduced in proportion to the extent of partial denervation. However, other factors must also contribute because half of the NMJs in 2-month-old Gars\(^{P278KY}\) and ~85% in Gars\(^{C201R}\) LAL muscles, retain complete innervation (Fig. 1).

**Vesicle number and localization**
Given that a change in the number of release sites was insufficient to account for changes observed in evoked release, we next used electron microscopy to compare vesicle parameters at wild-type (Fig. 5A) and NMJs from the severely affected Gars\(^{P278KY}\) (Fig. 5B). We analyzed electron micrographs of portions of 5–10 NMJs (median 8) from each of five animals per genotype. Consistent with the lack of difference in MECP amplitude, vesicle size was similar for mutant and wild-type terminals (50 ± 0.71 vs 54 ± 1.2, respectively). Average vesicles counts tended to be lower at Gars\(^{P278KY}\) NMJs compared with wild-type, but due to large inter-animal variation, for both genotypes, the difference did not quite reach our statistical cutoff for significance (\(p = 0.08\); Fig. 5C, inset). However, consistent with light microscopy results above (Fig. 4I) and other work (Sleigh et al., 2014; their Figs. 3D, 6C, Gars\(^{C201R}\) and Gars\(^{P278KY}\), respectively), Gars\(^{P278KY}\) mutant synapses are smaller than wild-type and therefore, the areas of captured portions of mutant NMJs in our electron micrographs also tended to be smaller (mean = 14 vs 28 μm², respectively, \(p = 0.04\)). When vesicle number is plotted against area (Fig. 5C) it is evident that mutant muscle had fewer terminals with areas >20 μm² and vesicle counts >250 (Fig. 5C, ellipse), and a preponderance of small (<20 μm²) terminals with vesicle counts of <150 (Fig. 5C, inset). In general, mutant vesicle number still scaled
with terminal area as the density of the vesicles (number/µm²) was not different from wild-type (Fig. 5D). However, there are several examples of mutant terminals with vesicle counts below any found at wild-type terminals (Fig. 5C, inset, ellipse). Thus, despite the fact that the comparison of average wild-type and mutant vesicle counts did not reach our statistical cutoff, we contend that quantal content is likely limited by vesicle number for at least some terminals among the generally smaller Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY mutant terminals. Note, however, that the micrograph in Figure 5B is an example from among those terminal portions that were clearly “depleted” in the Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY muscles. In a preliminary study we also examined two mutant muscles (5 NMJs each, data not shown) from the distal plantaris muscle, which has more severe NMJ dysmorphology than the proximal LAL, and terminals such as shown in Figure 5B were not found. Thus, such terminals should be considered worst-case, and if present at all, are not widespread even in the more severely affected distal plantaris of the mild Gars⁴²⁰¹R allele.

To complete our electron microscopy analysis of vesicles we evaluated their location relative to the presynaptic membrane.

Figure 4. Quantification of bassoon-stained release sites in 2-month-old Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY LAL muscles. Process of visualization and quantification of bassoon-stained release sites is shown for a wild-type LAL terminal (A–D). Analysis included assessment of: (A) the postsynaptic receptor area, (B) presence of presynaptic nerve, and (C) bassoon-stained puncta. Puncta were identified using a three-step process to render a 3D image (D) for automated counting of release sites (Imaris; see Materials and Methods for details). Typical Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY NMJ (E–H) have more diffuse postsynaptic staining (E), as opposed by a thinned presynaptic nerve (F), that nonetheless retains bassoon-stained puncta (G) at innervated locations (NB, the areas where YFP appears to not overlie bassoon labeling are due to the faint YFP signal in portions of the axon and the thresholding of the image; at higher gain YFP was detectable in the vicinity of all bassoon-stained puncta). However, as expected, when a portion of the presynaptic nerve vacates, bassoon-stained release sites are no longer evident (merged image H, arrow; expanded in K). Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY sample included a total of 34 synapses that included 10 terminals with small areas of evident partial denervation. I, Scatterplot shows NMJ area and counts of bassoon-positive puncta at individual synapses of Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY (solid) and wild-type (open) NMJs. Vertical and horizontal lines indicate sample means (Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY and wild-type, solid and dashed, respectively). Mean area of LAL NMJs was significantly smaller (p = < 0.002) compared with wild-type (solid vs dashed vertical line). Individual puncta counts covered a similar range and neither mean counts (dashed and solid horizontal lines) nor density (J) were significantly different between genotypes (p = 0.4 and 0.17, respectively). Analysis included 5–10 (mean = 7) terminals from each of five LAL muscles of each genotype (n = 34 and 35, Gars⁴²⁷⁸KY and wild-type, respectively). Statistical comparisons used a nested ANOVA.
We counted the number of vesicles within 200 nm of the presynaptic membrane and the number of docked vesicles (within 20 nm) and found no significant changes at mutant terminals for either absolute counts or counts normalized per micron of presynaptic membrane (Fig. 5D).

Finally, we also counted the number of identifiable mitochondria visible in electron micrographs. Interestingly, on average, there were significantly fewer mitochondria observed at GarsP278KY terminals compared with wild-type (Fig. 5E). However, there was wide variation in counts from terminal to terminal for both genotypes, but the median was also shifted (14 vs 6, GarsP278KY and wild-type, respectively) suggesting the reduction in the mean number of mitochondria observed at NMJs of CMT2D mice was not due to a small number of mutant terminals with very few or no mitochondria.

Together, electron microscopy analysis of NMJs suggests that smaller terminals with fewer vesicles likely contributes to lower quantal content for at least a portion of NMJs in muscles of the severe GarsP278KY mice. Vesicles at mutant terminals were of normal size and were localized to the presynaptic membrane similar to wild-type, suggesting vesicle processing/trafficking is operating normally at CMT2D NMJs.

Enhancing synaptic function improves wire-hang performance of CMT2D mice

Prior work has shown that CMT2D mice have significant muscle weakness (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Motley et al., 2011). Our data reveal significant synaptic dysfunction that could contribute to weakness in the CMT2D mice, so we next tested whether enhancing synaptic function could improve in vivo performance of the Gars mutants in a task requiring strength. We first confirmed that mutant synapses were capable of responding to the two test drugs in vitro: 3,4-DAP (amifampridine), which acts presynaptically to increase quantal content (Thomsen and Wilson, 1983), and physostigmine (eserine), which acts postsynaptically to enhance current duration at postsynaptic receptors (Shaw et al., 1985). In vitro recordings confirmed that both drugs acted as predicted to increase EPC amplitude at 4 month GarsP278KY NMJs (n = 18 NMJs; see Fig. 7, DAP; physostigmine data not shown). We next evaluated whether the enhanced synaptic currents could translate to better whole animal performance on the wire-hang test. Mice first performed an initial wire-hang and then were injected with 3,4-DAP, physostigmine, or saline vehicle and retested 60 min later. We first tested the more mildly affected GarsC201R mice and found that administration of physostigmine significantly improved wire-hang times, whereas 3,4-DAP caused a significant decrease (Fig. 6A, 1 month) or no change (Fig. 6B, 4 months) in performance. GarsP278KY mice also showed improved wire-hang times after physostigmine administration (Fig. 6C). However, because the more severe disease causes them to perform so poorly in general, (latency to fall ≥8 s) we did not test 3,4-DAP to see if it decreased performance in the GarsP278KY mice.

The improved performance of CMT2D mice after administration of physostigmine, the lack of improved performance in the
Figure 6. Wire-hang performance of CMT2D mice. Performance is expressed as the percentage change in wire-hang time after treatment ([post-pre]/post/100; see Materials and Methods for protocol details). A, GarsC201R mice (1-month-old) were able to perform better with physostigmine (postsynaptic), but showed a decrease in performance after administration of 3,4-DAP (presynaptic) or B no change to 3,4 DAP injection at 4 months of age. C, GarsP278KY mice showed a similar response to physostigmine, but were not tested with 3,4 DAP. Mice were 30- to 40-d-old for testing (1 and 4 months: GarsC201R, n = 6; +/+ , n = 5; GarsP278KY, n = 5; +/+ , n = 4). Wild-type (+/+ ) mice typically perform the task to completion (60 s max) and showed no drug-related change in performance at the dosages used (physostigmine, 0.1 mg/kg; 3,4 DAP, 2.5 mg/kg), so data are not shown. Pairwise comparisons drug-treated versus NaCl with Student’s t test; **(t0) = 4.2, p < 0.01; *(t0) ≥ 2.3, p ≤ 0.047).

Discussion

The objective of this study was to determine whether NMJ dysfunction is a previously unrecognized aspect of CMT2D and could therefore present a novel treatment avenue using drugs available for treatment of neuromuscular disorders characterized by reduced presynaptic release. Overall, our data confirm the presence of a presynaptic defect at the mutant NMJs that likely contributes to muscle weakness and can be overcome by administration of the cholinesterase inhibitor physostigmine. To our knowledge, this is the first detailed examination of NMJ function in a type 2 axonal CMT.

We studied the relatively mildly affected proximal LAL muscle from animals carrying two different Gars mutations that produce disease phenotypes in mice that vary, as does CMT2D, from mild (GarsC201R) to severe (GarsP278KY). These new data describing synaptic defects are consistent with other previously described phenotypes (Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Motley et al., 2011; Stum et al., 2011; Sleigh et al., 2014) insofar as the different mutations did not produce distinct NMJ phenotypes, but rather produced changes that vary along a continuum both within and across genotype/age. As such, we propose these data represent at least a portion of a spectrum of NMJ dysfunction that, if present in patients, could present differently in each patient and to varying degrees at different times. The spectrum is evident within the LAL and would likely be expanded if examined across muscles because morphological data for the NMJ in CMT2D mice has consistently shown that distal muscles (lumbricals, tibialis anterior, plantaris) have more marked degeneration than NMJs in more proximal muscles (transversus abdominis, levator auris longus; Seburn et al., 2006; Achilli et al., 2009; Motley et al., 2011; Sleigh et al., 2014). Based on the more prevalent distal partial denervation alone, it is reasonable to assume that NMJ dysfunction in our mice is likely worse in distal muscles, a notion that is also consistent with disease presentation in humans (Saporta and Shy, 2013).

Together, these data indicate that the mutant GARS has a broad effect that leaves the fundamental release machinery intact but “weakens” NMJ function in the CMT2D mice. Overall, the results point clearly to a presynaptic problem that reduces quantal content, but examination of key determinants of quantal content did not reveal a primary mechanism. Instead, our data suggest that release processes overall are not functioning optimally and that dysfunction includes a spectrum of effects that for a given NMJ could include: (1) reduced terminal areas that may contain fewer total vesicles (inset Fig. 5C), and (2) morphological breakdown of the presynaptic nerve including some loss of associated release sites (Fig. 4K). For example, despite statistical differences in average vesicle number not reaching the 5% statistical cutoff, it seems clear that reduced vesicle number could contrib-
ute at some NMJs, at least in the severe Gars<sup>P278KY</sup> allele (Fig. 5C). However, if reduced vesicle number was the sole disease mechanism for mutant Gars we would also have expected administration of 3,4 DAP to cause greater relative depression at Gars<sup>C201R</sup> NMJs than at wild-type with 50 Hz stimulation. Instead the relative depression induced by the 3,4 DAP was near identical (Fig. 7). Similarly, although NMJ area is significantly smaller in distal Gars<sup>P278KY</sup> muscles, in Gars<sup>C201R</sup> muscles NMJ areas are not different from wild-type and do not change between 1 and 3 months of age (Sleigh et al., 2014, their Fig. 3), yet in our experiments quantal content is reduced between 2 and 4 months. Thus, reduced NMJ area likely contributes, but is also insufficient as a primary mechanism. Finally, although we found partially denervated NMJs where a reduction in the number of release sites could contribute to reduced quantal content, this too seems insufficient to account entirely for the observed dysfunction in both alleles. Although ∼50% of NMJs in the LAL of the severe Gars<sup>P278KY</sup> allele are partially denervated, only ∼10% partial denervation is present in LAL of the mild Gars<sup>C201R</sup> allele at 4 months of age.

The paucity of mitochondria in mutant nerve terminals in our electron micrographs is also potentially interesting. Reduced mitochondria in terminals may influence synaptic transmission through a variety of mechanisms, including deficits in ATP production or changes in intracellular calcium dynamics (Stowers et al., 2002). The mitochondria that were present in Gars<sup>P278KY</sup> terminals were not vacuolated or otherwise obviously degenerating. Their reduced number may reflect a failure in axonal transport, biogenesis or turnover, but the association of MFN2 with CMT2A makes it clear that defects in neuronal mitochondria can directly lead to axonal neuropathy (Zuchner et al., 2004). The Gars gene in mammals encodes both the mitochondrial and cytosolic forms of the protein through alternative start codon usage (Shiba et al., 1994; Williams et al., 1995; Mudge et al., 1998). All mutations associated with CMT2D and neuropathy in humans and mice are in the common, downstream domains of the GARS protein that are shared by both isoforms. For most other tRNA synthetases, separate nuclear genes encode the mitochondrial and cytosolic enzymes and overall the genetics of tRNA synthetase-associated CMTs (Tolkunova et al., 2000; Scheper et al., 2007; Isohanni et al., 2010; Latour et al., 2010; McLaughlin et al., 2010; Vester et al., 2013) does not clearly indicate a mitochondrial basis for the neuropathies. Nonetheless, mitochondrial dysfunction, whether primary or secondary, also cannot be ruled out as contributing to the synaptic dysfunction we observed.

Our data also indicate ongoing, apparently compensatory changes in synaptic transmission at the NMJ. A variety of mechanisms could compensate for reduced synaptic currents to help maintain muscle function. The finding that the 4 month mutant NMJs again show some initial potentiation in response to 50 Hz activation may be an example of such compensation, but other changes may occur outside the synapse as well. We know that
changes in muscle activity can modify passive properties of muscle (Lomo and Rosenthal, 1972) and such changes may occur in the CMT2D mice. Voltage-clamp measures are unaffected by changes in specific membrane resistance and capacitance or other changes (e.g., Na+ channels) that could alter muscle excitability. Thus, while our voltage-clamp data definitively establish the presence of synaptic defects in the CMT2D mice, it is possible that muscle fiber characteristics or other processes might increase or decrease the likelihood of transmission failures that could contribute to weakness.

Based on the combined results presented here, we propose that CMT2D, and perhaps other type 2 axonal CMTs, display synaptic dysfunction that could contribute both variably and intermittently to weakness or fatigue. In wild-type mice, NMJs operate in a “failsafe” manner, such that firing the nerve produces sufficient depolarization in the muscle to cause an action potential without fail. This requires a “safety factor” of excess synaptic current to insure reliable muscle contraction (Paton and Waud, 1967; Rich, 2006). In the CMT2D mice, we show that average quantal content of mutant NMJs is significantly lower than wild-type (Fig. 2), and based on examination of distributions of mutant quantal content values, we propose a model of CMT2D synaptic transmission (Fig. 8) where disease processes diminish presynaptic release to a variable extent at most, if not all, NMJs. Distributions of quantal content at mutant NMJs each show a distinct leftward shift relative to wild-type, including between 15 and 30% of NMJs (depending on age and genotype) with a quantal content lower than any recorded at wild-type NMJs (Fig. 8A, left of vertical dashed line). We suggest currents at these severely affected NMJs could regularly fail to initiate muscle action potentials. At the other end of the range, fully 40% of wild-type NMJs have quantal contents ≥50, whereas only ~20% of values are in this range for NMJs in muscles of 2-month-old GarsP278KY mutants, and for the NMJs in muscles of severe GarsP278KY and 4 month GarsC201R mice, exactly 2 NMJs fall in this range. The extent to which the population of mutant NMJs with quantal contents within normal range contributes to transmission failures and therefore weakness is unknown. However, based on the failures observed at some 2-month-old GarsC201R mutant NMJs during sustained 1 s stimulation at 70 Hz (Fig. 3) and previously reported EMG decrements during in situ tetanic muscle contractions with 700 ms 80 Hz stimulation (Seburn et al., 2006, their Fig. 3B) it seems likely such failure is substantial. The diagram in Figure 8B demonstrates how NMJs with severely reduced quantal content (e.g., GarsP278KY or 4 month GarsC201R) may not reach threshold for initiation of an action potential, even in the absence of failures. Actual raw traces from relatively mildly affected mutant NMJs in Figure 8C (also Fig. 3), demonstrate how depression during repetitive activation could reduce release below the safety factor and cause failure of muscle activation.
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